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PANAMA CANAL EMERGENCY DAMS
/ ^ . A T U N LAKE, eighty-five feet above sea level, is the reservoir
^"^ holding the water to feed the Gatun Locks (which lead to the
Atlantic) and the Miraflores and Pedro Miguel locks on the Pacific end of
the canal.
Every ship going through the canal in either direction uses the water from
Gatun Lake to lift it from the one ocean and lower it into the other.
Should some accident destroy a lock, the weight of the water released
might force down the others and cause tremendous damage and, by lower-
ing the level of the lake, make the canal inoperative until rain had refilled
the lake.
Therefore these big emergency dams were constructed. Normally they
are not used. In emergencies they would be swung over the locks, the gates
would drop into position and effectually dam the opening.
Otis engineers designed, constructed and installed the machinery for
operating six of these gigantic dams. It is a feat typical of the world-wide
scope of Otis activities in engineering and the vertical transportation of
men and materials.
Most of the famous buildings of the world
are equipped with Otis Elevators.
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Eighty thousand workmen with the quar-
rying tools of antiquity toiled in the subter-
ranean quarries from which King Solomon
obtained the pure white stone for his
Temple—begun in 983 B. C.
Channels, to mark the dimensions of the
blocks, were grooved in the rock wall
with picks, crudely fashioned of bronze.
The Egyptian method of breaking out the
rock was used: into a niche cut in the
stone, a dry wooden wedge was pounded
and water poured in upon it. The swell-
ing of the wood forced out the block.
The rough and smooth ashlar of which
the temple was built was worked down to
the desired size in these caverns. Seven
SolomonsTemple
years were consumed in building the
temple.
At a modern copper mine, 47,000 tons of
ore have been produced in one day with
the aid of Hercules Explosives. And more
than 25 million pounds of Hercules dyna-
mite have been used at this mine without
a single accident due to the explosives.
King Solomon's craftsmen labored for
many days to accomplish as much as one
pound of Hercules dynamite will now do
for you in a moment.
Write to our Advertising Department,
King Street, Wilmington, Delaware,
for a book on Hercules Products.
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